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DAFFODIL CLASSIFICATION. 

- 	 — 

The eleven divisions are as follows :- 

 DIVISION 1.—Trumpet Daffodils. 

Distinguishing character—Trumpet or crown as long or longer than the perianth 
segments. 

(a) Varieties with yellow or lemon-coloured trumpet, and the perianth 
of the came shade or lighter (but not white). 

(b) Varieties with white trumpet and perianth. 
(e) Bi-color varieties, i.e., those having a white or whitish perianth and a 

yellow, lemon, or primrose trumpet. 

DIVISION 2.—Ineomparabilis. 
Distinguishing character—Cup or crown not less than one-third, but less than 

equal to the length of the perianth segments. 

(a) Yellow shades with or without red colouring on the cup. 
(6) Bi-color varieties with white or whitish perianth, and self-yellow, red-

staine.d, or red cup. 

DIVISION 3.—Barrii (Incorporating Burbidgei.) 

Distinguishing character—Cup or crown less than one-third the length of the 
perianth segments. 

(a) Yellow shades with or without red nolourina on the cup. 
(b) Bi-color varieties with white or whitish perianth and self-yellow, red-

stained, or rod cup. 

DIVISION 4.—Leedsii. 

Distinguishing character—Petiateth white, and cup or crown white, cream, 
or pale citron, sometimes tinged with pink or apricot. 

(a) Giant Leedsii, same proportions as Incompambilis. 
(b) Small flowered Leedsii, same proportions as Barrii. 

DIVISION 5.—Triandrus Hybrids. 
All varieties obviously containing X. Triandrus blood, such as Queen of Spain 

Earl Grey, Moonstone, etc. 

DIVISION 6.—Cyclarnineus Hybrids. 

DIVISION 7.- -Jonquilla 	Hybrids. 

All varieties of N. Jonliirilia parentage such as Butl.er(.up, Odorus, etc. 

DIVISION 8.—Tazetta and Tazetta Hybrids. 

To include N. Tridymus, Porter varieties, the Dutch varieties of Polyanthus 
Narcissus, N. Billorts, N. .1119.1zart, and N. Intermedius. 

DIVISION 9.—Poeticus Varieties. 

DIVISION 10.—Double Varieties. 

DIVISION 11.—Various. 

To include N. Balbocodium, N. eyelamineus, N. Triandrus, N. Juneifolius, 
N. Gracilis, N. Jonquilla, N. Tazetta (species), N. Viridiliorus, etc. 



N EW and CHOICE DAFFODILS 

WE specialise in Daffodils and have over 500 different 
stocks of flowering Daffodil Bulbs including most of the 
new and rare varieties and a large collection of new seedling 
Daffodils raised by the most famous and expert hybridists 
in England, Scotland and Ireland. These stocks which 
have been chosen with a view to their market possibilities 
are now growing under the best possible conditions in 
Cornwall. 

A well-known authority on Daffodils when reporting 
on these bulbs said :- 

" The Proprietor of the CARNS ULAN NURSERIES 
in Cornwall is one of the largest, if not the largest grower 
of the newest and rarest varieties of Daffodils in Great 
Britain   comparing size, weight and condition 

THESE CORNISH BULBS 

ARE PROBABLY 

THE BEST BULBS IN BRITAIN." 

Of the new and choice Daffodils listed and described we 
hold the entire stocks of many of the varieties which are 
now offered for the first time, and, owing to our large stocks 
of new seedling Daffodils, many of which have already 
received Gold and Silver Medals and Awards, we shall, as 
they increase, be able to include further new varieties in 
the Catalogues we issue from time to time. 

Oun Cornish Bulbs are the earliest in Great Britain and 
we consider it important to impress on our customers the 
advisability of sending their orders early—before the end 
of July if possible—as all unsold bulbs are replanted early 
and many persons, not realising this, have been sending 
their orders too late to enable us to execute them. 

In the execution of orders, it is our invariable practice to 
despatch only the very best double-nosed bulbs, with the 
gratifying result that, up to the present time, we have never 
had a complaint in regard to any bulbs we have sent out. 
On the other hand we have received many letters from 
customers not only in Great Britain but in Holland, 
Africa, America, Australia and New Zealand expressing 
entire satisfaction with the bulbs supplied. 
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MEDALS AND AWARDS FOR 1928. 

GOLD MEDAL for best new variety at The London Daffodil Show 
organised by National Gardens Guild. 

SILVER CUP for best collection of new varieties at The London Daffodil 
Show organised by National Gardens Guild. 

SILVER MEDAL for Exhibit at Royal Horticultural Society's. Daffodil 
Show. 

SILVER MEDAL for Twelve varieties at Royal Horticultural Society's 
Daffodil Show. 

BANKSIAN MEDAL for Three varieties not in commerce at Royal Horti- 
cultural Society's Daffodil Show. 

FIRST PRIZE for best exhibit in Class 2b. at Royal Horticultural Society's 
Daffodil Show. 

AWARD OF MERIT for Narcissus " Clwyd." Barrii 3 b. 
AWARD OF MERIT for Narcissus Bradwardine." 4 a. 

MEDALS AND AWARDS FOR 1929. 

GOLD MEDAL for best new variety at The London Daffodil Show 
organised by The National Bulb Society and The 
National Gardens Guild. 

GOLD MEDAL for best collection of new varieties at above Daffodil Show. 
GOLD MEDAL for best exhibit of Daffodils at above Daffodil Show. 
SILVER GILT MEDAL for exhibit of Daffodils at The Royal Horticultural 

Society. 
SILVER GILT MEDAL for exhibit of Daffodils at The Royal Horticultural 

Society's Annual Daffodil Show. 
BANKSIAN MEDAL for Three best varieties not in commerce at Royal 

Horticultural Society's Daffodil Show. 
FIRST PRIZE for best exhibit in Division 2b. at Royal Horticultural 

Society's Daffodil Show. 
FIRST PRIZE for best exhibit in Division 31). at Royal Horticultural 

Society's Daffodil Show. 
AWARD OF MERIT for Narcissus " Whiteley Gem." 2 a. 
AWARD OF MERIT for Narcissus '- Bridegroom." 3 a. 

R. F. CALVERT, F.R.H.S., 

CARNSULAN NURSERIES, COVERACK, CORNWALL. 
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CHOICE NEW DAFFODILS. 

ACE OF DIAMONDS (Engleheart) Poetims, 9. This is the finest 
red-eyed " Poet " yet seen. Perfectly formed, well overlapping perianth 
of fine substance, smooth texture and purest white, the eye is intense 
solid blazing hot orange-scarlet throughout, good stem, as a pollen parent 
it transmits its strong colour. Each, 7f- 

ALROI (Richardson) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1926. A large flower of the very highest quality, clear soft yellow through-
out ; the perianth is beautifully evOn, very broad and perfectly flat ; 
the cup is large, evenly serrated at mouth. Each, £7/10 

AMIR (Backhouse) Ineomparabilis, 2, b. A tall early giant Incompara-
bilis with pale yellow perianth and rich orange crown ; a plant of remark-
able vigour, producing immense foliage. Each 15f- 

ANTHEA (Barr) Leedsii, 4, b. Not large but a very neat Leedsii. 
Each 10/- 

ASKELON (Brodie of Brodie) White Trumpet, 1, b. Quite the finest 
thing mised by the Brodie of Brodie up to date. A glorious flower, com-
bining immense size with perfect show form. superb quality and excep-
tionally lasting substance : great pure white perianth of enormous 
breadth and absolute sthootlmess, and noble perfectly balanced bell-
mouthed trumpet, white just very faintly toned with lemon ; tall stout 
stems, and foliage of quite exceptional breadth. This plant is an. out-
standing triumph of the hybridist's art. Each, £14 

BACCHUS (Backhouse) Ineomparabilis, 2, a. This flower is a typical 
example of the late Mrs. Backhouse's work ; it has a yellow perianth of 
good substance and a bowl-shaped cup of solid deep brilliant red ; rather 
late. Each 8/- 

BATH'S FLAME (Bath) Barrii, 3, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 1915. 
Deep yellow perianth with cup edged orange red, similar flower to 
Brilliancy. Dozen, 10/- 

BEERSHEBA (Engleheart) White Trumpet, 1, b. First class Certifi-
cate Midland Daffodil Society 1925 and R.H.S. 1926. These awards are 
sufficient to show the character of this magnificent flower, which is superior 
to any other white ajar hitherto shewn. It is the greatest advance 
which has been made in. White Trumpets for many years. The best 
known White Trumpets have short stems but one of the many good points 
of Beersheba is that it has a long stem. Each £2 
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BELLE CHENOISE Poeticus. This is a beautiful Rose Poeticus, light 
rose colour perianth with small crown of dark rose. Dozen, £2 

BERNARDINO (Worsley) Incomparabilis, 2, b. A bold and beauti-
ful flower, very large creamy perianth and a large cup, nicely crinkled 
and deeply tinted orange-apricot, a gooi free grower. Dozen 5/- 

BLIZZARD (Engleheart) Giant Leedsii, 4, a. One of Mr. Engleheart's 
latest varieties, an enormous and beautiful flower, with very big wavy 
perianth and large wide, broadly flanged or widely reflexed trumpet-
crown, all white, a remarkable flower, late and very lasting. Each, 20/- 

BOKHARA (Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Bred. from 
" Tainarlane " by " Fortune." A beautifully formed Incomp. with 
rich clear yellow perianth and dark orange cup ; tall, vigorous, free 
of bloom t.n.d increase, quite early. Each E2/10 

BRILLIANCY (Engleheart) Barrii, 3, a. Award of Merit R.R.S. 
1906, a fine flower of immense size, of a deep golden yellow, cup edged with 
deepest scarlet. The bloom is five inches across, the colour is retained 
when the flower ages, good increaser and nicely scented. Dozen 7/6 

CARLTON (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A remarkable 
giant Incomp. with broad overlapping flat perianth and a large expanded 
cup, nicely frilled at the mouth, the whole flower is clear soft yellow. 

Each £3/- 

CARMEL (The Brodie of Brodie) Bicolor Trumpet, 1, c. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1926. This flower is one of the best varieties ever raised 
by The Brodie of Brodie. Its pollen parent is " Nevis " from which 
it gets its beautiful quality and power of lasting long in condition. 
Absolutely smooth and flat pure white perianth, of great breadth and 
perfectly balanced, standing at right angles to the soft yellow trumpet 
with a neatly recur v -ed brim, A superb show flower of large size and 
perfect quality. Each, 30/- 

CARMINOWE (P. D. 	 Barrii, 3, b. A very striking large 
Barrii, with broad flat snow-white perianth and a large flat crimson eye ; 
a wonderful contrast in colours. 	 Each, £2 

CARNSULAN (P. D. Williams) Poetaz, 8. A very fine doer, 
with good colour in the eye. Offered for the first time. Dozen 30j- 

CATANIA (Brodie of Brodie) White Trumpet, 1, b. A very charming 
small, pure white trumpet of much substance and good quality, the 
trumpet is rather wide and beautifully frilled. Each 10/- 

CHAUCER (Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. An early poet, red eye, opens 
before Ornatus. 	 Dozen, 10/- 
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CHEERFULNESS (Van der &hoot) Double Poetaz, 10. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1926, Award of Merit Haarlem. Poetaz variety but quite 
distinct. Flowers are of good size and rounded form and borne in fair 
size clusters. The perianth is creamy white and the centre, composed of 
small petaloid stamens, is cream coloured with a surrounding yellow, 
but broken corona. Dozen 10/- 

CHIT CHAT (G. Wilson) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. A bi-color trumpet 
of very distinct colouring. White. somewhat twisted perianth with 
flanged trumpet of deep brilliant gold, tall, vigorous and free flowering. 
Offered for the first time. Each 7/6 

CHLORIS Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Similar to Lord Roberts but much 
more robust. Dozen, £2 

CHRISTMAS GLORY Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A flower of Golden 
Spur type but smaller, golden yellow, free flowering, very early, opens 
before Spur. Dozen £1 

CICELY (A. M. Wilson) Leedsii, 4, a. Good white Leedsii with large 
cup of first class form and quality, which retains its shape in a wonderful 
way. Clean cut pure white perianth, standing quite flat and smooth  ; 
crown palest lemon passing to pure white  ;  tall, early and lasting. 

Each £1 

CLARION (Lower) Yellow Trumpet, 1,  a. A deep golden-yellow 
self of first-class show form and quality  ;  very regular overlapping 
perianth and a well-proportioned trumpet, which is beautifully finished 
with a neatly serrated flange. Each 3/- 

CLEOPATRA (Barr) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1914. A perfectly formed yellow trumpet, similar to Monarch, but much 
finer: Late. Dozen, £1 

CLIPPER (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Ivory white and 
orange Incomp. stiff stem, good quality. Each £1 

CORREGIO (The Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A very 
bold and handsome giant flower, with solid white creamy perianth, and 
a large orange-red cup. Each, 2/6 

COVERACK CHEER (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Large 
Incomp. deep primrose perianth with slightly orange cup, tall stem, 
early. Offered for the first time. Each 5/- 

COVERACK GLORY (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Large 
Incomp. very pleasing shade of yellow, large perianth with overlapping 
segments and broad cup, lasts well, ions; stern, very early. Offered for the 
first time. Each 15/- 

COVERACK PRIDE (P. D. Williams) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. 
Similar but better than King Alfred, flowers about the same time, very 
long stiff stems, early. A very fine Trumpet. Offered for the first time, 

Each 15/- 
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CRIMSON BRAID (Chapman) Barrii, 3, b. First class Certificate 
R.H.S. 1918. A very remarkable Barrii, with white perianth, inclined 
to reflex, and large flat yellow crown, with a broad edge or band of crimson 
scarlet--a very good pollen parent. Each, 4/6 

CROESUS (J. C. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. First class Certi-
ficate R,H.S. 1912. A beautiful flower, with fine pale yellow perianth 
and big open orange red crown, large size and tall. Very vigorous. 

Dozen, 24/- 

DACTYL (Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. Award of Merit Birmingham 
1925. In size, substance and quality this is perhaps the finest Poet. 
Very large and fine clean cut pure white perianth of solid smooth substance 
large fiat citron eye, edges with a boldly defined rim of deep red. A magni-
ficent flower on an exceptionally long strong stem. The bloom develops 
best on the plant, and should not be cut in the bud. Each, 4/- 

DARIUS (Guy L. Wilson) Trumpet, 1, a. A very large flower of 
great substance, soft full primrose yellow perianth of thick smooth 
texture and immense breadth, the major segments often meeting at the 
back, trumpet soft clear yellow. Each 7/6 

DELHI (Backhouse) Incomparabilis, 2, b. A beautiful Incomp. 
The large cup or bowl is of a particularly pleasing shade, a bright red, 
almost a scarlet. Perianth is ivory white. Each E3,:3 

DICK WELLBAND (Mrs. R. O. Baekhousc) in.comparabilis. White 
overlapping perianth, very deep orange red cup. Offered for the first 
time. Each, £15 

DRAGOON (J. C. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, b. Broad and over-
lapping white perianth, large open vermillion cup, long stems. Each 2/6 

DRIVEN SNOW (Guy L. Wilson) White Trumpet, 1, b. A beautiful 
variety with long smooth trumpet, and spreading perianth, of good sub-
stance and smooth texture, on first opening the trumpet is faint primrose 
ivory, but very soon the whole flower becomes brilliantly pure white 
throughout. Dozen, £3 

DULCIMER (Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. Award of Merit R.H.S. 1923. 
A very fine Poet, with broad snow white perianth of good substance and 
form, the large eye is broadly margined with dark end, very tall, late 
flowering. Dozen, 60/- 

EMERALD EYE (Engleheart) Barrii, 3, b. Award of Merit Birming-
ham. Pure white perianth, with pale yellow cup, and intense large 
green eye. Each, 7/6 

ENDOR (Brodie of Brodie) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A well-formed 
Trumpet Daffodil of good substance and very beautiful distinct colour ; 
lovely clear pale sulphur lemon throughout. Each 30/- 
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ETTRICK (The Brodie of Brodie) Leedaii, 4, a. A.M., R.H.S. 1924. 
A very large flower, smooth waxy texture, fine form, large spreading 
white perianth,. well proportioned pale primrose crown. Each, 7/6 

EVEREST (Guy Wilson) White. Trumpet 1 , 1 . Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1926. The flower is pure white throughout and is of fine waxy texture, 
having broad, well-formed perianth. standing at right angles to the 
trumpet, which is beautifully finished with a neat flange at the brim ; 
perhaps its most striking feature is its tallness, having a stem quite 20 
inches long. A wonderful show flower. Each, 25/- 

FAIRY CIRCLE (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii. 4, b. Award of Merit 
R.B.S. 1926. One of the Brodie's chief favourites of all his seedlings ; 
a most exquisite and perfect little Bantam flower ; perfectly even flat 
circular much overlapping white perianth. and broad quite flat eye, 
white margined with a clearly defined pink rim : considerably earlier 
than others of this class. Each, 12/- 

A large yellow 
trumpet of very good colour. 	 Each £2 

FIRETAIL (Crosfield) Barrii, 3, b. First class Certificate 1922. 
Claimed to be the finest Barrii, a large flower with smooth, even, over-
lapping, pale primrose or ivory white segments, and. a remarkable eye 
of solid, deep rich red, which retains its colour much better than most 
highly coloured varieties, good increaser, long stems generally 24 inches 
or over. Each, 5/- 

FOLLY (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1926. One of the most striking varieties shown in 1926. Pure 
white perianth, very broad and overlapping at the base, and slightly 
pointed at the tips, the segments are slightly recurved which gives the 
flower a very graceful appearance. The expanded cup is solid bright red, 
and the colour lasts very well in the sun. Each, £4/15 

FORTUNE (W. T. Ware) Incomparabilis, 2, a. First class Certificate 
R.H.S. 1924. This is undoubtedly the most wonderful flower of recent 
introduction. It is a Giant Incomparabilis of the largest size, perfect 
form, and gorgeous colour on a 2 feet stem, fine flat overlapping perianth 
of great substance which stands boldly at right angles to the crown of 
clear deep lemon gold colour with long bold crown of wonderful glowing 
coppery red-orange. It is of great substance, vigorous, good doer and 
very lasting free bloomer. The most remarkable feature of this gorgeous 
flower is its extreme earliness opening as it does a few days after. Golden 
Spur. Each, £21 

FORTUNE'S QUEEN (Mrs. R. O. Backhouse) Incomparabilis, 2, b. 
Very large flower, pure white broad, flat, overlapping perianth. large 
and bright orange red cup. Each, £15 

GALATA (Brodie of Brodie) Barrii, 3,. b. One of a very striking 
series of flowers raised from " Mozart " by " Gallipoli " ; regular even 
ivory white perianth, expanding saucer-shaped crown, clear yellow edged 
with a very striking bright red ribbon ; a splendid Show flower. Each £2/10 

FANFARE (P. D. Williams) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a.. 
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GALLIPOLI (Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A very striking 
flower having large pale yellow perianth and a large richly frilled crown 
most gorgeously flushed deep glowing orange red, very vigorous—late. 

Each 12/6, 

GALOPIN (Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Incomparabilis, 2, b. A very large 
flower, with broad well formed white perianth and a large and intense 
solid red cup, rapid increaser. The finest of the famous red cupped 
series raised by the late Mrs. Backhouse. Each £8 

GAZA (Engleheart) Trumpet, 1, b. A fine flower with broad smooth 
white perianth, and symmetrical crown of trumpet length with a nice 
tinge of green in the base. Each, 4/- 

GIANT MUTICUS (Guy L. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. An in-
teresting plant whose seed parent was a very good broad petalled form of 
" Muticus " collected by Mr. Henry Backhouse in the Pyrenees. A big 
flower, large spreading perianth of smooth soft full yellow segments 
standing at right angles to the long narrow yellow trumpet. Should be 
of value in breeding, gives an abundant crop of fine large seed. Each, 7/- 

GLORIOUS (J. C. Williams) Poetaz, 8. First Class certificate R.H.S. 
1926. Large round pure white perianth, and expanded eye of brilliant 
deep solid red, two to four flowers on a stem, the individual blooms about 
as large as an ordinary " Poet." Very vigorous and good increaser. 

Each, £2 

GODOLPHIN (P. D. Williams) Trumpet, 1, a. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1927. A first-class yellow trumpet, the perianth segments are 
very broad and overlapping, perfectly smooth, the trumpet is large and 
widely expanded at mouth, clear yellow throughout. Well formed, 
very tall, and early. Each, £2/10 

GOLDBEATER (Guy L. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet,1, a A " Maximus" 
seedling. Very tall, vigorous plant and early bloomer. Large flower 
with gracefully twisted perianth, notched bell mouthed trumpet, deep 
orange gold throughout, a lasting flower of great substance. Each, 3/6 

GOLDEN FLAG (Guy L. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. The Largest 
and tallest of the " Monarch " by King Alfred " batch of seedlings. 
A very large flower of great substance, broad pointed perianth, in colour 
deepest rich gold self. Each, 2/6 

GOLDEN FRILLED Incomparabilis, 2, a. Perianth and cup of a 
beautiful deep yellow colour, pretty frilled cup. Each, 2/6 

GOLDEN PEDESTAL (Richardson) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1922. A flower of good form and quality, perianth clear 
golden yellow, very broad and overlapping, perfectly flat, measuring 
4± inches across, of wonderful substance retaining its form to the last. 
The cup is beautifully proportioned, of the same colour, nicely frilled 
and expanded at the mouth. The plant is very tall. A strong grower 
and rapid increaser. Each, 15/- 
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GREAT WARLEY (Engl .eheart) Incornparabilis, 2, b. First class 
Certificate R.H.S. 1904. A fine flower, with very large white perianth, 
soft yellow crown. Dozen, 12/- 

GYRFALCON (Crosfield) Leedsii, 4, a. A fine Leedsii with probably 
the widest petal yet seen. 	 Each 15/- 

HALFA (Brodie of Brodie) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. A flower of very 
high quality, bred from " Queen of the West " by " White Emperor," 
broad, perfectly flat, even and smooth overlapping white perianth clean 
cut and pointed, smooth symmetrical soft yellow trumpet which has an 
evenly flanged brim, beautifully formed trumpet Daffodil, tall strong stem, 
free increaser and early. Each, 20/- 

HALVOSE (P. D. Williams) Poetaz, 8. Yellow and orange Poetaz 
with scarlet sheen in petal. 	 Each 10/- 

HARPAGON (Guy L. Wilson) Bi-color Barrii, 3, b. A beautiful flower 
of high quality, having pale primrose perianth, very smooth and overlapp- 
ing, and expanded crown of brilliant orange red, a fine exhibition variety. 

Dozen, 20/- 

HAVELOCK (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of Merit 
R.R.S. 1927. Good bright self yellow Incomp. with wide and even 
perianth segments and finely proportioned, good quality, and good stern. 

Each, 45/- 

■ HEBRON (Brodie of Brodie) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. One of the best 
yellow Trumpets. Bred from White Emperor " and " King Alfred," 
a flower of fine form and best quality, broad flat clean cut perianth and 
perfectly proportioned trumpet which has a well flanged, evenly and 
deeply serrated brim. In colour the flower is a self, pure deep clear 
" King Alfred " gold throughout. Each, £3/10/0 

HELIOS (Rev. 0. H. Erigleheart) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1912. Deep golden perianth, the cup opens up a little 
darker than the petals and gradually changes to a deep orange colour. 

Each, 10/- 

HERBERT SMITH (Van Waveren) Yellow Trumpet, 1, e. A large 
deep yellow trumpet of splendid form and good substance. 	Dozen,10/- 

HEXAGON (Guy L. Wilson) Leedsii, 4, a. A large size flower of high 
quality, bred from " Madame de Graaff " by a short crowned " Leedsii " 
of Engleheart's raising, large, very regular and even widespread pure 
white segments of good breadth, much substance, firm and flat, beautifully 
proportioned not too long crown which opens faint citron or cream and 
soon passes to white, the six divisions of the perianth segments can be 
clearly traced down the perianth tube inside the crown giving it a beautiful 
hexagonal form. vigorous grow6r, rather late. Each, 15/- 



HIS EXCELLENCY (Guy L. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A very 
fine rich self yellow of largest size, broad spreading perianth and wide 
trumpet, the flower has great substance and good quality. Each, 15/- 

HOLLANDS GLORY (Van Lecuwen) Double, 10. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1927. An entirely new type, a double row of petals with a double 
medium long, three-cornered cup of a clear lemon colour. Each, 8/6 

HOPE OF HOLLAND Yellow Trumpet 1, a. Citron yellow. This flower 
has had many awards of Merit at various shows, large trumpet. Each, 8/6 

HOSPODAR (J. C. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A very large and 
early Incomparabilis, overlapping yellow petals, coloured cup. Dozen, 25/- 

HUSKY (P. D. Williams) Barrii, 3, a. Yellow perianth, very 
bright cup, like Baths Flame but brighter, fine increaser, early. 
Offered for the first time. Dozen 15/- 

HYMETTUS (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. A distinct and charming 
flower. Spreading pure white perianth of large diameter ; the cup is not 
so long as in most large Leedsiis," and is most attractively reflexed and 
frilled at the brim, when fully developed it is ivory in the base and effect-
ively margined with clear lemon. Each, 10/- 

ILIAD (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. A good mid season 
" Poet," a free plant. 	 Dozen, 10/- 

INGLESCOMBE (Walker) Double, 10. Award of Merit R.H.S. 1914. 
Might almost be described as a small flowering Cactus Dahlia, all the 
petals are more or less rolled up, the colour is a very pleasing 
citron yellow. Dozen. 10/- 

JAMES HOGG (The Brodie of Brodie) Poeticus. 9. A very large round 
" Poet " of great substance and quality, solid snowy white perianth, of 
immense breadth and a large, bold, red-rimmed eye. Dozen, 24/- 

JERSEY CREAM (Brodie of Brodie) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. This 
beautiful and distinct flower elicited much admiration and comment 
when shown at Birmingham in 1922. The bloom is of much substance 
and waxy texture. The white perianth is somewhat hooded, but the 
remarkable feature is the colouring of the well-flanged trumpet, which on 
first opening shows a very faint flush of pinkness which soon changes to 
a rich solid cream colour, almost fawn, quite unique. Eaeh, 5/- 

JUBILANT (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1925. A remarkably large flower of exceptional smoothness, 
quality and substance. Broad overlapping, smooth perianth. and a 
large cup beautifully expanded and serrated at mouth. The whole flower 
is a deep rich yellow, carried squarely on a long stiff stem. Each, 45/- 

KANDAHAR (Brodie of Brodie) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A very 
large and tall self golden Ajax, with wide mouthed vase-shaped trumpet. 

Each, £3 
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KANTARA (Engleheart) White Trumpet, 1, b. Much the largest 
white " Ajax " yet seen, being fully 51 inches in diameter ; an immense 
and magnificent flower with massive perianth of great breadth, and grand 
wide-mouthed trumpet, pure white throughout, of thickest substance 
and marble-like texture ; a plant of the utmost vigour, should be of 
much value to hybridists. Each, £315 

KHIVA (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. A nice Leedsii with small 
lemon crown. 	 Each, 30/- 

KINGCRAFT (P. D. Williams) Poetaz, 8. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1925. Largest Poetaz yet exhibited 	Ivory white overlapping perianth, 
solid orange red eye. 	 Each, 51- 

KINGDOM (W. A. Milner) Leedsii, 4, a. One of the finest Giant 
Leedsii in cultivation, beautiful white perianth, with broad well-over-
lapping segments, and creamy white expanded crown, a tall grower and 
of great substance. Dozen, 25/- 

LAURA (Van der Schoot) Trumpet. Golden yellow Trumpet with 
perianth somewhat lighter in colour. Each, 3/- 

LEONTES (Wilson) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A very distinct and re-
fined dower ; smooth clear yellow perianth of much substance. and 
shallow expanded crown of same colour. First-class Show flower. 

Each 1/6 

LIDO (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. A very nice Leedsii with 
large wide-spread pure white perianth and medium-sized primrose crown 
which passes to white the flower attains exceptional purity of white-
ness in the sunshine. Each, 30/- 

LISCARTON (P. D. Williams) Barrii, 3, a. Distinct yellow petal 
and a brilliant red cup, opens just before Crcesus with a more striking 
colour. Offered for the first time. Each, 716 

LOYALIST (Richardson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1926. as a Show flower. A very fine flower. of gram! smooth 
quality ; very even, flat overlapping perianth, and a beautifully pro-
portioned trumpet ; whole flower uniform clear yellow. Very strong 
grower, 2 feet high. Each 18/- 

LUCINIUS Ineomparabilis, 2, a. Star shaped flower, distinct, of a 
clear yellow colour, with large orange crown, very large. Dozen, £1710 

MAGNIFICENCE (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. 
First class Certificate R.H.S. 1021. The earliest yellow Trumpet, open s 
three weeks before Spur. A large showy deep golden yellow flower of 
decorative outline. A plant of enormous value to southern_ growers. 

Each, £3 
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MAGOG (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Trumpet, 1, a. Award of Merit 
' R.H.S. 1922. A graceful, self-golden giant Trumpet of immense stature 
and vigour, very strong stems, and great foliage. Somewhat after King 
Alfred in style, but larger. Will grow where King Alfred fails. Dozen, £2710 

MARMORA (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. A flower of very high 
quality, much substance, smooth waxy texture and perfect form ; even 
overlapping flat somewhat pointed perianth ; crown not so long as 
some, and neatly flanged at the brim ; ivory white throughout ; tall 
grower and very free bloomer. This and " White Nile " are the best 
of their particular class of Giant Leedsii " yet seen. Each, 12/- 

MARQUIS (Late Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Barrii, 3, a. A very striking 
flower, might be described as an improved Firetail ; the perianth is 
pale yellow, and the expanded crown most intense deep red. A very 
tall plant and a rapid increaser. Each, 35/- 

MAXIMUS SUPERBUS, Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. The finest yellow, 
very early, rapid increaser, exceptionally tall strong plant. Perianth 
rich yellow and twisted, trumpet very large and deep rich yellow, with 
age getting a tinge of orange, and most gracefully flanged, described by 
Hale as " A Vase of Beaten Gold." Dozen, 15/- 

MEDUSA (P. D. Williams) 8. First Class Certificate R.H.S. 1926. 
A very beautiful " Poetaz," smooth pure white perianth and brilliant 
orange scarlet eye, increases rapidly, sweetly scented and promises to be 
a very useful variety. Each, 2/6 

MELANITE (P. D. Williams) Paetieu8, 9. Large Poet, white perianth, 
lemon eye, broad sharp band of orange scarlet. 	 Each, El 

MEPHISTO (P. D. Williams) 2, a. Award of. Merit R.H.S. 1927. 
A most beautiful flower, not large, but very perfect ; the perianth is 
bright yellow, very round and flat ; the cup is bright orange-red. A 
fine show flower, of lovely quality. Each, £3 

MERKARA (Late Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Incomparabilis, 2, a. A 
very striking _large flower, with broad bright yellow perianth, and a very 
large cup of solid deep orange-red. Each, £5 

MILKMAID (P. D. Williams) Leedsii, 4, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1925. Large Leedsii overlapping perianth, a very perfect Eucharis 
shaped Leedsii. First class flower in every respect. Each, £4 

MILO (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Trumpet, 1, h. A very large white 
flower, with green shading on the backs of its long broad shovel pointed 
segments, and the base of the trumpet inside is cool sage green, the trumpet 
when fully expanded has a widely flanged goffered bell mouth, the size 
and whiteness of the flower give it the aspect of a lily. Each, 6/- 

MISS CLINCH White Trumpet, 1, b. A late white Trumpet of nice 
quality. Tall stiff stem. Late. 	 Dozen, £1710 
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MITYLENE (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. First Class 
Certificate R.H.S. 1927. A striking novelty, and quite distinct from 
anything yet seen. It is one of the most astonishing results achieved 
by hybridising, its seed parent being " Beacon," a very small flower. 
It is a tall vigorous plant of free increase, a fine large flower having very 
broad and rounded overlapping pure white perianth of great quality 
and substance, and a large wide and shallow smooth saucer-shaped crown 
of cardboard like substance and palest primrose fading almost to cream. 

Each, 10/6 

MRS. E. H. KRELAGE (Krelage) White Trumpet, 1, b. First class 
Certificate R.H.S. 1913. This flower caused a great sensation when first 
shewn, on account of its beautiful, smooth, waxy texture and perfect 
form and finish ; it is really pale bi-color, but passes to uniform ivory white, 
is of immense value for hybridising especially as a pollen parent. 

Dozen, £2 

MRS. E. MARTIN (Martin) Double. A distinct double white for which 
a future is predicted. Award of Merit Falmouth, 1923. 	Each, 3/- 

MRS. R. 0. BACKHOUSE (Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) 1, b. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1906. " The Pink Daffodil." Creamy white perianth. 
shell pink trumpet with darker edges. Each, £10 

MOIRA O'NEILL (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. 
A perfect Daffodil both in form and quality, it is a large flower over 4 
inches in diameter, with a broadly overlapping white perianth, composed 
of large, flat pointed smooth segments, pale clear yellow trumpet, very 
vigorous, free flowering and rather early. Each, 7/- 

MOONBEAM (Backhouse) Leedsii, 4, b. First Class Certificate 
R.H.S. 1901. Pure white perianth, broad overlapping segments, and 
nice fluted white cup. Dozen, £1/10 

MOONLIGHT (Van Deursen) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. White perianth, 
sulphur-yellow trumpet, in shape and size like " King Alfred." Dozen, £1 

MOREA (Late Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Incomparbili8, 2, a. A very 
large and striking flower, with broad pale yellow perianth and an immense 
orange-red cup. Beautiful clear colours : a brilliant flower. Each, £6/10 

MOROCCO (Brodie of Brodie) Barrii, 3, b. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1925. A very striking large Barrii, with very round, flat, snow-white 
perianth of great substance, and a large flat eye of solid deep red. Like 
a glorified Poeticus. Late. Each, 10/- 

Mr. BOWLES (Van der Schoot) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. Perianth 
pure white, widely expanded trumpet of a very unique deep yellow. 

Dozen, 15/- 

MUSTAPHA (De Graaff) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A fine shapely 
flower of large size, with broad pointed rich yellow perianth, trumpet 
deep yellow, nicely frilled and expanded at mouth, a nice exhibition plant. 

Each, 3/- 
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MYSTIC (Guy L. Wilson) Leedsii, 4, b. Award of Merit R.H.S., 
1928. An exquisite flower, in which cool quiet and supremely delicate 
colouring has attained great refinement, perianth clear white, the larger 
eye is quite flat, with white ground colour shading to a lovely soft cool-
apple green in the centre, with rim of clear pinkish orange, tall grower 
and rapid increaser, very late. Each, 7/- 

NANNY NUNN (Mrs. R. 0. Baokhouse) Barrii, 3, a. Lemon perianth 
of good form, strong red crown. Each, 7/- 

NAXOS (Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. Another wonderful example 
of Mr Engleheart's skill in raising giant white flowers. Though classed 
as a " Leedsii " this flower approaches Ajax " proportions. Mag-
nificent perianth of great size composed of beautifully formed broad 
overlapping pointed segments, somewhat trumpet shaped crown with 
beautifully reflexed brim ; white throughout ; stems of immense length. 
The Brodie has flowered several superb seedlings of which this variety 
was the pollen parent. Each, £4 

NEVIS (The Brodie of Brodie) White Trumpet, 1, b. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1924. A flower of fine quality and form, beautiful finish, 
having the mouth of the trumpet nicely rolled back, a very pale bi-colour 
on first opening, but passing soon to ivory or milk white throughout, taller 
than most white trumpets, it is quite early, but its great substance enables 
it to last for a very long time. It is of immense value as a pollen parent 
and also as a seed parent, it gives its progeny wonderful smoothness and 
quality. Each, 9/- 

NISSA (The Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1928. This flower is of faultless Show form, superb quality and 
great substance, perfectly smooth and even rounded, overlapping pure 
white perianth and large smoothly finished bright clear lemon crown 
with a neatly flanged rim, very tall, a first-class parent. Each, 15/- 

NOBILITY Barrii. 3. b. Very large star shape pure white perianth 
with a very showy scarlet cup, which flattens itself against the petals, a 
most striking variety. Each, 7/6 

OPERA (Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. Award of Merit R.H.S. 1923. 
The overlapping snowy white perianth is perfectly circular, the flattened 
eye being very distinct. having a cinnamon coloured band and a green 
centre. Each, 12/- 

ORANGE GLORY (de Graaff) Cyclamineas Hybrid, 6. Award of 
Merit R.H .S. 1920. A brilliant yellow trumpet, the colour suffused 
with an orange tint. The flowers are not large but they are very elegant. 

Each, 5/- 

OSPREY (J. C. Williams) Leedsii, 4, a. Pure white petal, yellow 
cup, tall stout stem, good doer, very beautiful flower of great substance: 

Dozen £2 
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PAX (Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Leedsii, 4, a. Broad solid white peri-
anth, fink: large cup, white tinged flesh colour. 	 Each, 2/6 

PILGRIM (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Incomparabilis, 2, b. Sulphur 
white rounded perianth, and pale lemon cup. 	 Dozen 30j- 

PILGRIMAGE (The Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1925. Quite the best of the remarkable series of yellow 
giant " Incomparabilis " which The Brodie has raised from " Pilgrim." 
This is a large beautiful rich self yellow flower of perfect show form, much 
substance and exquisitely smooth waxy texture, superb quality and 
very distinct. Each, 5/- 

PINK'UN (Buckland, Victoria, Australia) Incomparabilis, 2, b. 
Perianth creamy white, cup pale yellow, edged salmon pink. Australian 
seedling of great merit. Each, 10/- 

PLATO (Krelage) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A very sturdy variety 
of intense yellow shade. 	 Each, 3/- 

POLNESK (P. D. Williams) Jonquil, 7. 	 Each, £1 

PRINCE FUSHIMI (Weidman) Giant Incomparabilis, 2, b. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1919. Immense flower with pure white perianth, open 
globular cup, apricot-orange, shading down to a delicate cream, prettily 
crinkled and flanged. Dozen, 23 

PRINCE OF POETS (P. D. Williams) Poeticus, 9. A thick ivory 
petalled round flower with fine red rimmed eye. qtrered for the first 
time. Each, 7/6 

PROSPECTOR (Engleheart) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1926. Mr. Engleheart has described this as the deepe4 yellow 
Trumpet known to him a pure dark golden self, the flower has twisted 
perianth, and a neat flange at the mouth of the trumpet, very lasting. 

Each, 3/6 

PURITAN MAIDEN (Pearson) Leedsii, 4, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1923. A flower of perfect form, balance and refinement. Flower is of 
almost trumpet proportions, segments pure white, cup cream. colour on 
opening turning quite white when fully developed. Strong healthy 
grower, mid season. Each, 10/- 

PURITY. tai-color Trumpet, 1, c. Large dark yellow trumpet, 
pure white perianth. 	 Dozen, 15/- 

QUARTZ (The Brodie of Brodie) White Trumpet, 1, r. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1928. Bred from " Morven " and " White Emperor," a 
perfectly ideal Show flower, exquisite in form and texture, of fine sub-
stance and superb quality it might be described as a " White Royalist 
as it is very similar in form and quality. 	 Each, 25/- 
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QUEEN OF HEARTS (Engleheart) Barrii, 3, b. A lovely flower with 
broad flat, creamy white perianth of much substance and expanded 
crown of orange red. Each, 2f- 

RAEBURN (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. Perhaps the most 
lovely of all " Poets," an exquisite flower having perfect snow-white 
perianth, and an eye like a wonderful bit of lacquer, cool green with a rim 
of crimson. Dozen, 21f- 

RANDALSTOWN (G. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A very large 
early yellow trumpet. Offered for the first time. 	 Each, 5/- 

RED SEA (Brodie of Brodie) Barrii, 3, b. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1928. Very fine flower. Yellow perianth and a frilled orange coloured 
corona. Each, £5/10 

RHEINGOLD (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. A 
very fine yellow trumpet. 	 Each, 25/- 

RINGDOVE (Crosfield) Poeticus, 9. A poeticus of the finest form 
perianth very round and flat, of solid waxy texture, the segments over-
lap to such a remarkable degree as to form an almost perfect circle, the eye 
is heavily margined with deep red, a perfect show flower, retaining its form 
to the last. Each, 5/- 

ROBESPIERRE (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1912. A medium large Incomparabilis, ivory petals and 
deeply coloured cup of crimson red. Each, 5f- 

ROBIN REDBREAST (Backhouse) Barrii, 3, b. A striking flower 
of very high colour, having pale yellow perianth and wide flat saucer 
crown of brilliant flaming red. Each, 15/- 

ROSALIE (Bath) Barrii, 3, b. White perianth, crown slightly 
tinged with orange. 	 Each, 7/6 

ROSARY (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Bi-color Trumpet, 1, c. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1926. A unique flower of fine substance and largest 
size, having large white perianth with big well expanded bell-mouth 
trumpet of velvety texture and rich warm cream colour distinctly suffused 
throughout with an exquisite flush of faint rose or delicate shell pink. 
This colour is most evident when the flower is fully opened on the plant, 
and will not develop if the bloom is cut in bud. Strong plant with broad 
foliage. Each, 15/- 

ROYAL FLUSH (G. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Exceptionally 
fine deep yellow trumpet, early and tall. Offered for the first time. 

Each, 201- 
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SAMARIA (The Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1926. Large solid circular closely overlapping perianth of immense 
breadth, and flawless smoothness of texture, flat fluted eye, milk white 
throughout both perianth and eye, so refined is the texture of the flower 
that it suggests polished ivory, while its extraordinary substance enables 
it to last a very long time in condition, vigorous plant, very late. 

Each, 18/- 

SAMOTHRACE (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. 
A large rich self yellow Ajax of very pleasing form and fine quality. 

Each, 25/- 

SASSENHEIM GIANT (Krelage) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Deep 
golden yellow, much larger than King Alfred. Dozen, 30/- 

SCARLET GEM (P. D. Williams) Poetaz, 8. Award of Merit 1914. A 
gem of the Poetaz section, primrose yellow perianth with brilliant orange 
scarlet cup, tall grower. Each, 3/6 

SELINA MALONE (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Bi - color Trumpet, 1, c. 
One of the finest Bi-color Trumpets. Flowers of enormous size, yet of 
beautiful quality, having fine, broad, smooth white segments and noble, 
clear soft lemon trumpet, grows with great vigour. Each, 7/6 

SERVADOR (P. D. Williams) Barrii, 3, a. Pale cream perianth, deep 
orange cup, very tall strong stem, free flower and good doer, increases 
rapidly. Offered for the first time. Each, 5/ - 

SHEEROE (O. Wilson) White Trumpet, 1, b. A late white trumpet, 
good substance and durable texture. Offered for the first time. Each, 7/6 

SILVER CHIMES (Martin) Triandrus Hybrid, 5, b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1922. Strong growing plant. stems erect and stout, bearing 
from six to eleven semi-drooping white flowers. Ea3h, 10/6 

SILVER FOX (Rev. G. H Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. Very large and 
tall white Leedsii, great vigour and useful for breeding. Dozen, £4 

SILVER PLANE (A. E. Lowe) Leedsii, 4, b. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1928. Very fine and most distinct New Zealand raised seedling ; large 
flower with broad flat white perianth and large wide perfectly flat 'Kik 
primrose crown. Each, 25/- 

1101111r  

 SILVER SALVER (The Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, b. Award of 
Merit R.H.S. 1922. The purest white Narcissus yet seen, and one of the 
most exquisite, circular Poeticus perianth and flat eye of glistening snow 
white with a touch of cool emerald green in the centre of the eye. A 
flower of extreme loveliness and refinement, tall stem and good doer. 

IF 
 Each, 21/- 

substance and good petal, eye yellow with crimson edge, late. Each, 4/ - 
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SNOWDRIFT (Engleheart) Giant Leedsii. 4. a. A variety that 
is verging on the White Trumpet section, only its great depth of 
perianth is slightly longer than the trumpet. It is of shorter build than 
Tenedos, but the flowers are a little larger. Its broad overlapping perianth 
is of the finest, it is pure white throughout. Each, £2 

SOLLERET (Engleheart) Jonquil Hybrid, 7. Award of Merit, R.H.S. 
1929. Probably the finest Jonquil Hybrid in existence. A flower of the 
highest quality, measuring 5 inches across, carried at right angles to 
the stem ; colour uniform rich yellow ; perianth broad and overlapping, 
crown large and bold. Vigorous and free flowering ; height 30 inches. 
Very fragrant. Each, £1 

SONATA (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Poeticus, 9. Large substantial 
white overlapping perianth, yellow cup with striking crimson rim. 

Dozen, 15/- 

SORLEY BOY (Guy Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a A very large 
flower of massive substance, fine quality and splendid form, having very 
broad perianth and well balanced trumpet, full self yellow, tall, strong, 
and rather late. Each. 45/- 

SPANISH FLAG (Backhouse) Incomparabilis. 2, a. Creamy peri-
anth with large wide-spread shallow crown, which is rich orange red 
with splashes of gold, a very showy and striking flower. Each, 15/- 

STABILITY (Guy L. Wilson) Giant Leedsii 4, a. This flower is a 
seedling from Princess Mary, very flat, widespread overlapping white 
perianth and bold pale primrose crown. A very late Giant Leedsii of 
largest size and exceptional substance, very strong plant, with unusually 
stout stems and large bulb. Each, 7/6 

ST. AGNES (P. D. 	 Poetaz, 8. Award of Merit, R.H.S. 
1926. One of this raiser's superb Poetaz. The perianth is very round 
and flat, pure white ; the crown is also quite flat, bright orange-scarlet. 
Two flowers on a stem. 	 Each, 20/- 

St. BERNARD Incomparabilis. A very large and early Incomp. 
raised from a cross between King Alfred and Bernardino. Perianth 
pale yellow, large red tinged cup, long stout stem. A fine large flower, 
one of the first with strong bright colour to open. Each 5/- 

St. ERME (P. _D. Williams) Leedsii, 4, a. A medium sized flower 
perfect in form and quality ; broad flat overlapping shovel pointed 
white segments. smooth round creamy primrose crown which is of al-
most equal length and has a neatly flanged brim ; the flower is of the 
smoothest texture throughout and is carried on a tall stem. Each, £3/10 

ST. ILARIO (Copeland) Leedsii. Award of Merit, R.H.S. 1916. 
Broad white perianth, short flat fluted ivory crown, faintly tipped with 
lemon, prolific bloomer, tall and healthy, late. Each, 2/6 
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St. IVES (P. D. Williams) Incomparabilis. 2, a. Clear brilliant 
yellow spreading -perianth, crown somewhat 4e-p-er: and more intense 
gold, very tall and robust with remarkably beautiful deep Maximus 
blue green foliage. Each, 15/- 

St. JUST (P. D. Williams) Barth. 3, b. A very striking flower, of 
splendid quality, with large. broad overlapping perianth. quite flat, 
and pure white. of great substance large expanded yellow crown, 
with a dark red margiui. Very tall, strong plant. Each, £4 

SOULT (P. D. Williams) incomparabilis, 2, a. Self yellow Incomp. 
overlapping petals at right angles to cup, first class form. 	Each, £1 

SUDA (Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1927. Though practically of " Ajax " proportions, this flower is bred 
from " Lord Kitchener " by " Nevis." One of the best of the pinkish 
trumpets ; a large flower of good substance, very pleasing form and 
quality, borne on a tall stein ; pure white perianth with large graceful 
smooth bell-mouthed trumpet crown of a lovely pale clear amber rose 
colour : vigorous and free. Each, 30/- 

SULPHUR (P. D. Williams) 1 , 	Award of Merit R.H.S. Wisley 
Trials 1925-7. Very early, pale self yellow, large trumpet opens before 
Spur. Broad overlapping perianth of good substance. and a beautifully 
shaped trumpet, rolled back at the month, clear sulphur yellow through. 
out. Each, £2 

SULPHUR KING (R. H. Bath) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. 	Each, 15/- 

SUNRISE (Mrs. R. 0. Baekhouse) Barth, 3, b. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
1914. One of the prettiest and most useful Narcissus grown, very distinct 
and beautiful flower. Perianth white, with broad primrose bar down 
the centre of each petal, crown expanded and beautifully fluted, bright 
orange yellow with fiery scarlet margin. Dozen, 7/6 

SUNSTAR (Mrs. R_ O. Bakehouse) Barth, 3. b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1929. A magnificent late flowering variety. having circular 
ivory white -perianth of great breadth and immense substance. and well 
proportioned eye of solid rich dark red. very vigorous plant. Each, £2/2 

SUVLA (Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2. b. An immense and 
splendid pale hi-color Incomp. after the form of Leedsii Kingdom," 
but twice the size, great broad rounded much overlapping flat white 
perianth and well proportioned lemon cup which is somewhat paler in 
the centre. Each, 22/10 

SYRA (Rev. G. H. Eugleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. An immense Leedsii 
of great refinement, beautiful texture and purest white throughout, with 
a shade of cool green in the base of the crown, as large as " Tenedos " 
but somewhat more starry in form. Each, 30/- 

TARANTO (The Brodie of Brodie) Incom,parabilis, 2, b. A fine large 
flower, with good white perianth and a large yellow cup, very vigorous 
plant. Dozen, £3 
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TENEDOS (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. Awara of Merit 
R.H.S. 1924. A marvellous and immense flower, often attaining a diameter 
of 52 inches, and might be described as a white " Great Warley," much 
taller, larger and better built, with better perianth and longer crown 
which is slightly flanged. When first open the crown is primrose, the whole 
flower soon passing white, it is of first class substance, texture and quality, 
and is• a magnificent plant, growing over two feet high, with big broad 
foliage and large bulbs very vigorous and good increaser. Eaeh, 15/- 

THE ADMIRAL (Backhouse) Barrii, 3, b. A really magnificent 
" Barrii " of largest size with great broad perianth of purest " Poeticus " 
white and large flat yellow eye very broadly banded with bright crim-
son ; the purity of the perianth makes the flower most striking, tall and 
vigorous, rather late. Eaeh, 30/- 

THE FAWN (Mrs. R. 0. Backhouse) Leedsii, 4, a. A Giant Leedsii 
of perfect form and very waxy overlapping perianth, large crinkled cup 
almost white. Dozen, 10/- 

THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN (C. L. Adams) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. 
Deep coloured yellow trumpet, tall vigorous plant, flower of medium size 
and very attractive form, with beautifully serrated trumpet, in colour 
purest gold of extraordinary depth and brilliant intensity. Each, 10/- 

THE SAHIB (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Barrii, 3, b. A flower of very 
good quality, with a flat pure white perianth of much substance, and a 
flat yellow eye with a picotce edge of deep red. A very fine show flower. 

Each, 3/- 

. THERAPIA (Brodie of Brodie) Barrii, 3, b. Award of Merit R.S.H. 
1927. This is better than " Seraglio." Very bright Barrii of large size 
and good form. The rounded perianth is white and the flattish yellow 
corona has a broad orange coloured rim. Each, £10 

TRAPPIST (The Brodie of Brodie) Trumpet, 1, b. A fine flower for 
cutting and garden decoration or market, very tall and vigorous with 
wonderful blue-green foliage, and exceptionally free blooming. Large 
flowers of fine substance and beautiful decorative outline, on first opening 
the trumpet is pale lemon, but soon the whole flower passes to pure dead 
white. Dozen, 25/- 

TRESKERBY (P. D. Williams) Barr 3, a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 
Trials at Wisley, 1926-7. A very tine bright flower, with large creamy 
yellow perianth and a solid deep red crown. A good breeder, and its 
colour lasts well. Each, £2 

TUNIS (P. D. Williams) Leedsii, 4. a. Award of Merit R.H.S. 1928. 
Wisley Trials. A large tall robust growing Leedsii " of most distinct 
character and great lasting substance : broad waved white perianth 
and large bold ivory crown with handsome flanged and serrated brim, 
retaining a remarkable flush of pale coppery gold at the edge. Each, £1 

VALIANT (Guy L. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. This should 
prove a very fine garden plant ; tall and extremely vigorous, broad 
pointed slightly waved perianth standing at right angles to the bold 
beautifully serrated trumpet, deep clear gold self ; the flower is of great 
substance and lasts long. Each, 10/- 
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VENETIA (II. Backhouse) Triandrus Hybrid, 5, b. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1927. Considered to be the finest short-cupped Triandrus Hybrid 
yet raised ; purest white, measuring 4 inches across, with broad over-
lapping perianth, and an expanded crown, with green centre. A lovely 
cool flower, carried on erect stout stems, robust constitution, and free 
flowering ; sometimes twin-flowered. Each, 6/- 

WARLOCK (P. D. Williams) Incamparabilis, 2, b. Very large 
Incomp. flat overlapping petal of ivory white, the expanded crown is 
bright orange-red, shading to gold at base. Each, E4/10 

WATER LILY (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a 
giant Leedsii of the Tenedos style. 

   

A very late 
Each, 15/- 

     

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (Copeland) Incomparabilis, 2. 
pale lemon-yellow Giant theomparabilis of good quality. 
overlapping perianth and a large cup, serrated at mouth. 

 

a. A large 
with broad 

Each, 25/- 

   

WHITE CONQUEROR (Baekhouse) White Trumpet, 1, b. Grand 
large bold flower of immense substance ; large massive perianth of 
purest white ; trumpet very faintly tinged with lemon passing to white, 
flowers carried well above the foliage on tall stout stems, the foliage 
itself being stiff and strong and of a very pleasing deep blue green -; very 
vigorous grower and free seeder, early. Each, 15/- 

WHITE EMPEROR (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) White Trumpet, 1, b. 
Award of Merit R.H.S. 1913. For many years this flower has been con-
sidered the most perfect White Trumpet in both form and quality. It 
has attained in the marble-like smoothness and solidity of its texture 
and classical symmetry of its outline a point of excellence beyond which 
it is difficult to imagine much improvement. It is indispensible to all 
who aspire to the front rank as exhibitors, and to the hybridist it will 
be no less essential, as it is a very free seeder and produces abundant 
highly fertile pollen, and transmits its superb form and quality to its 
seedlings. Each, 5/- 

WHITELEY GEM (Brodie of Brodie) Incomparabilis, 2, a. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1929. Smooth yellow perianth with a large crown of 
coppery orange-red. Good substance and very lasting, bred from Fortune 
and is similar but rather smaller, rapid increaser, tall strong stem, opens 
before Fortune. Awarded Gold Medal at the London Daffodil Show, 
1928, organised by National Gardens Guild. Offered for the first time. 

Each, £10 

WHITE NILE (The Brodie of Brodie) Leedsii, 4, a. Award of Merit 
R.H.S. 1925. On first opening the crown is very pale yellow, but the whole 
flower soon passes to absolutely pure white, with beautifully formed 
even flat overlapping perianth of fine substance 4 inches across, standing 
at right angles to the crown which is 11 inches long by 11 inches wide, 
of perfect shape and finish, nicely ruffled at the brim. Tall, vigorous and 
free to increase. Each, 8/- 



WHITE SENTINEL (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Leedsii, 4, a. Award 
of Merit R.H.S. 1926. A twin seedling to " Mitylene " being raised 
from the same parents, very similar in form, but the crown is rather more 
yellow, the texture of the flower is beautifully smooth. Each, 5/- 

WHITE SISTER (Guy L. Wilson) White Trumpet, 1, b. A very free 
blooming plant of splendid vigour, good perianth and straight trumpet 
of exceptionally fine smooth texture and purest white throughout, even 
in the youngest stage of the flower. Each, 4/- 

WILL SCARLETT (Rev. G. H, Engleheart) Incomparabilis, 2, b. 
First class Certificate R.H.S. 1898 Creamy white perianth, with a wide 
spreading crown of brilliant scarlet, very strong grower. Dozen, 5/0 

WINKFIELDS DOWER (G. Wilson) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. Very 
good yellow trumpet ; enormous vigour and fine substance, very tall. 
Offered for the first time. Each, 20/- 

WINSOME (Guy L. Wilson, Leedsii. 4, a. A small Leedsii of 
beautiful quality, and perfect balance and finish milk white through-
out, overlapping perianth and well balanced crown with a most beautiful 
rolled back brim, smooth refined texture ; increases rapidly. Dozen, 30/- 

YUKON (Rev. G. H. Engleheart) Yellow Trumpet, 1, a. An immense 
flower of beautiful quality and deep brilliant velvety gold throughout, 
splendid wide-spread perianth of big segments, and long noble trumpet, 
a magnificent plant over 2 feet high, with broad foliage and forming big 
bulbs, quite distinct in character, and one of the finest of the new flowers. 

Each, 14/- 




